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MOSQUITO

EQUIPMENT:
- 1 standard deck of (52) playing cards.
- 1 pad of paper and a pencil.
- 1 set of instructions.

INTRODUCTION:
Mosquito is a card game for two to four players.  The object of 
the game is to place cards on a card layout based on the suits of 
the cards in the layout.  The winner is the player who places the 
most cards.

CARD LAYOUT:
10 cards are laid face-up on the table.

The first five cards are laid end-to-end in a row.  The second 
five cards are laid end-to-end in a row beneath the first.  Leave a 
space between the rows to help mark them as the original card 
layout.

The cards in the layout have a specific circular sequence.  The 
cards in the top row from left to right are cards 1 through 5.  The 
cards in the bottom row from right to left are cards 6 through 10. 
So from card 5 you move straight down to card 6, and from card 
10 you move straight up to card 1.

(See the Card Layout diagram on the last page.)
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PLACING A CARD:
Look for a set of three sequential cards in the card layout that 
contain three different suits.  If your card contains the fourth 
suit, you can place your card on the outside of the layout by the 
middle card, sides touching.

The three sequential cards can include cards from both rows of 
the card layout.  If the three cards are 5, 6, and 7, the first card is 
in the top row and the other two cards are in the bottom row. 
You would place your card by card 6, the rightmost card in the 
bottom row.  If the three cards are 9, 10, and 1, the first two 
cards are in the bottom row, and the third card is in the top row. 
You would place your card by card 10, the leftmost card in the 
bottom row.

After enough cards have been placed on the layout, you can 
place cards by the placed cards.  They are sequenced the same as 
the cards in the original layout.  But you cannot place a card by 
a combination of original and placed cards.  The three sequential 
cards in the layout must be all original or all placed.

A total of two rows of cards can be placed on the top of the card 
layout and two rows of cards on the bottom.

(See the Card Layout diagram on the last page.)

SET-UP:
Seat the players around the table, and place the cards at the 
center of the table.  Write the players' names across the top of a 
sheet of paper to record the scores.
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The players can each shuffle the cards.  Then each of the players 
in turn cuts the cards, and the player with the high card is the 
dealer.  (King is high, Ace is low.)  If two or more players hold 
the same high card, use the suits to break the tie.  (The four suits 
from high to low are Spades, Hearts, Diamonds, and Clubs.)

DEAL:
The dealer shuffles the cards, and then uses the first 10 cards to 
create the card layout.

The dealer then deals cards one at a time, face-down, clockwise 
around the table, beginning with the player to left of the dealer. 
The deal continues until each player has 5 cards.

The rest of the cards are laid in a pile face-down next to the card 
layout as a draw pile.

The players then take turns playing beginning with the dealer 
and moving clockwise around the table.

PLAY:
On your turn, take a card from the draw pile if there are cards 
left to draw.

Then you can do one of several things:

You can place a card by the card layout.

Or you can exchange two cards in the card layout, and then 
place a card by the card layout.  One of the cards you exchange 
must be one of the three sequential cards that you place your 
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card by.

Or you can place a card on top of a card on the card layout, and 
then place a card by the card layout.  The card you lay must be 
one of the three sequential cards that you place your card by.

Or you can say, “Pass”.

If you place a card, add one to your score on the score sheet.

WINNING:
When 20 cards have been placed by the card layout, or when no 
cards have been placed moving twice around the table, the 
player with the most points wins the game.

VARIATIONS:
1. You can exchange two cards in the card layout, and lay a card 
on top of a card in the card layout both on one turn.  One of the 
cards you exchange and the card you lay must be two of the 
three sequential cards that you place your card by.

2. You can place cards by a combination of original and placed 
cards as long as they use three sequential numbers. 

3. You can build the card layout using two rows of four cards for 
a shorter game.  Or you can build the card layout using two rows 
of six cards for a longer game.

4. You can play the game as a solitaire game.
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CARD LAYOUT

_____________________________________
|              |              |              |              |              | Placed 2nd
|_______| ______ |_______| ______ |_______|
|     1p     |     2p     |     3p     |     4p     |     5p     | Placed 1st
|_______| ______ |_______| ______ |_______|
|      1      |      2      |      3      |      4      |      5      | Original
|_______|_______|_______|_______|_______|
 _____________________________________
|     10     |      9      |      8      |      7      |      6      | Original
|_______|_______|_______|_______|_______|
|    10p    |      9p    |     8p     |     7p     |     6p     | Placed 1st
|_______| ______ |_______| ______ |_______| 
|              |              |              |              |              | Placed 2nd
|_______| ______ |_______| ______ |_______|
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